
 
Always use two hands, one on the bottom of the base to support the scope and one 
on the arm, when moving the microscope from one place to another. 
 
Operating instructions for a stereo microscope 

1. Plug in the stereo microscope 
2. Select the appropriate light switch for the specimen. There are 2 types of light: 

a. Incident light (top)-to view opaque specimens 
b. Transmitted light (bottom) to observe translucent specimens. 

3. Place a specimen on the stage plate area directly below the center of the 
stereomicroscope body.  While looking through the eyepieces with both eyes, 
slowly adjust the distance between the eyepiece tubes until you see a complete 
circle of light at the same time without moving your head. 

Focus the stereomicroscope at the highest power by turning the objective turret to the 
highest magnification power and then use the large focusing knob to bring the specimen 
into focus. Rotate the turret to the lower power, making focal corrections by rotating the 
diopter collar off of the zero setting for proper focus. This will keep the specimen in 
close focus at any magnification. A slight turn of the focus knob may be needed to 
sharpen the focus. 
 
Observing Soil with a stereo microscope vs. a hand lens 

1. Obtain a Petri dish with a soil sample. 
2. Use a hand lens (10x) to examine the soil sample. Draw and label what you see. 
3. Using the instructions for correct use of the stereo microscope, select the correct 

light for viewing. (Hint: this sample is opaque) 
4. Using the instructions for correct use of this microscope, focus on the soil sample. 

Find one particular part of the soil sample, view it at both magnifications, and 
draw a labeled drawing of what you see/saw. Be sure to record the magnification 
you are using in your data. Allow your lab partners to also look at the specimen 
so that they can draw their own particular sample. 

 
Observing Pond Water using a compound light microscope and stereo microscope 
 

1. Use a hnad lens to examine your pond water. Draw what you see 
2. Using the instructions for correct use of the stereomicroscope, focus on the pond 

water.  
3. Draw at least one animal/plant you see at low power. Record the magnification 

you are using in your data. Be sure to include labels identifying any 
color/characteristics that might help you identify the animal/plant. 

4. Draw the same type of animal/plant, if possible, at high power. Record the 
magnification you are using in your data. Be sure to include labels identifying 
any color/characteristics that might help you identify the animal/plant. 



5. Focus on the pond water under your highest power. Use a medicine dropper, by 
squeezing the bulb and then bringing it into contact with the water, to suction up 
the animal/plant you have been observing. 

6. Place a single drop of water onto a concave slide. Cover with a cover slip, using 
the proper technique to eliminate air bubbles. 

7. Using the instructions for the compound light microscope, observe the specimen. 
8. Because this is a living specimen, you may need to use the fine focus knob to 

view the specimen as it passes from one level of water to another. 
9. Draw the specimen using the lowest power objective. Record the objective size in 

your data. 
10. Draw the specimen using the next higher power objective. Record the objective 

size, in your data. 
 
Analysis/Questions 
 

1. How do the drawings you made, compare between the various types of 
magnification tools (microscopes , hand lens)? 

2. Under the stereomicroscope, what magnification level did you get the best 
viewing of the soil sample?   Explain your answer. 

3. Under the compound light microscope and stereomicroscope, what magnification 
level did you get the best viewing of the pond water?  Explain your answer. 

4. How did your field of vision (how much of the sample you could see) change, as 
you went from the lower to the higher magnification in both the stereoscope and 
the compound light microscope? 

5. Based on your experience in this lab, which type of microscope/hand lens would 
you use to view a diamond on a ring?  A scale from a fish? A skin cell?  Explain 
why you would use the microscope/hand lens you chose for each example. 


